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• Knowledge Sharing is one the four mandates of GPEDC “Facilitate knowledge exchange and sharing of lesson learned”.

• The main objective is to strengthen sustainable development results through sharing knowledge of concrete lessons learned and involving broader stakeholders by promoting South-South and Triangular Cooperation.
1. Scaling up Country Led Knowledge Hub through piloting of activities and development of toolkits.

2. Developing Hybrid Knowledge Sharing platform
   Through identification of supply and demand

3. Showcase
Knowledge Sharing Framework

**Knowledge Sharing Concept**

- GPEDC Mandate:
  1. Maintain political momentum
  2. Busan Commitments;
  3. Knowledge sharing
  4. Implementation at the country level

- **Country Led Knowledge Hub** (pilot Activities and toolkits)

- **Hybrid Knowledge Sharing Platform**

**Principles:**
- Facilitator by SC + member GPEDC,
- Inclusive to all members
- Utilizing existing platform
- Linking with Existing Forum (ie. UNDCF, G-20)

**GPEDC**
- Busan Outcome Document: Knowledge Sharing
- Leverage to Development: 160 countries + 45 IOs

**Implementation of Activities**

- **Global Dev. Agenda** (MDG & Post 2015 agenda)

- **Demand**

- **Supply**

- **Substance** thematic areas – flagship (country Comparative Advantage - eg. Poverty reduction, macro economic, management, disaster; and area of GPEDC works)

- **Brokerage** Mechanism

- **Funding** – optimizing existing funding (eg Domestic Res, Aid Philanthropy org, Private Sector, SSTC)
Knowledge hub is defined as an organization or network, dedicated to share and exchange development experiences and models with partners from other countries.

Indonesia is one of Knowledge hub to conduct knowledge sharing within South-South and Triangular Cooperation framework to achieve development results.
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• Linking with G-20 thematic platforms:
  • Food Security (www.securenutritionplatform.org)
  • Global Forum on Transparency and Exchange of Information for Tax Purposes (www.community.oecd.org/community/eoita)
  • The Global Public Private Knowledge Sharing Platform on Skills for Employment (www.skillsforemployement.org)
  • Tropical Agricultural Platform (www.tropagplatform.org)
  • Social Protection Gateway (www.socialprotection.org)

• Link with UNDCF network, eg. on financing for development, South-South and Triangular Cooperation and other development issues.

Country Level via Country Led Knowledge Hub
**August - December 2013:**
- Preparation Pilot Activities: by gathering data and information, as well as lessons learnt, from the Steering Committee members to feed into the implementation of pilot activities; identification of potential partners and potential areas of work for the pilot project.
- Draft the toolkits being develop
- Benchmark study on existing platforms/hub, including List of features proposed prototype platforms
- Regional and Global Workshop on Knowledge Sharing

**January – June 2014:**
- Piloting prototype platforms
- Consolidation and pilot activities of country led knowledge hub
- Sharing the first draft of the toolkits during the Ministerial Level Meeting.

**Ministerial Meeting 2014**
- Launching Prototype platforms
- Presentation of Country led pilot activities and Country Led Knowledge Sharing Toolkit.
- Showcases of Knowledge Sharing

**2nd Ministerial Level Meeting 2015**
- Reporting the progress of implementation and result from the prototype platform and pilot project being presented
For the Ministerial Level Meeting, the proposed setting for Knowledge Sharing session:

• Panel Discussion by prominent person from MIC, International Organizations, private sectors and Research Institute.

• Divided into 2 sub sessions:
  – Presentation and announcing the hybrid knowledge hub by International Organizations
  – Sharing Countries knowledge and experiences, ie. From Korea (rural development), China (poverty reduction program), Indonesia (Community development – PNPM), Private Sector (Unilever) and others.
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